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PTDI Announces Exciting Partnership With Driver iQ
Employment checks will now distinguish graduates of PTDI Certified Programs.
Aurora, Colorado – August 1, 2019 – PTDI has partnered with Driver iQ to provide truck driver training
programs a streamlined method for reporting student records and managing employment verifications.
The partnership offers schools new benefits, at no cost, that support the industry leading standards PTDI
is known for. Driver iQ, led by trucking industry veterans, has robust experience effectively facilitating
the hiring process for employers and schools. Graduates of PTDI certified programs can now be
identified when their records are reviewed by potential employers.
As part of PTDI certification, schools must report training records to a background check provider.
Driver iQ offers flexibility for the schools to report records the way that best works for them. “Schools
with PTDI certified courses now have a choice of background service providers and we believe Driver iQ
is right fit at the right time to support their program,” commented Tim Blum, Executive Director of PTDI.
The partnership has the potential to streamline truck driver training school operations as well. Among
the features Driver iQ offers is a service to handle all incoming employment verifications. Schools can
also see employer views of student records through automated reports. All this matches the PTDI
certification standard which requires schools support the student hiring process.
The new partnership supports continued development of strong training programs, students and PTDI
standards. “Employers know how valuable PTDI training is ‐ for safety, the driver’s career and the
company’s bottom line,” Blum said. “It’s critical employers be able to see if a student graduated from
PTDI course and with Driver iQ they can.” PTDI provides details about standards and certification at
www.PTDI.org including the student record requirement and reporting process. Contact Amy Bricken,
Director of Client Development at abricken@driveriq.com to enroll with Driver iQ.
###
PTDI is a nonprofit organization established for developing uniform entry‐level truck driver training and
motor carrier driver finishing standards. Widely known as the gold standard for CMV training, PTDI helps
training organizations fully prepare their drivers for the responsibility of operating a heavy vehicle on our
roadways. Headquartered in Denver, Colorado, PTDI certified training courses can be found throughout
North America.
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